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Safina
"Look! We Have Come Through!" by D. H. Lawrence.
Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide
range of titles that encompasses every genre. From wellknown classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or
yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books
that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all ereaders and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are
user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality
digital format.

The Fifth Doll
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Ashes of My Heart, takes us on a journey through moods of a
woman, motherhood and memories. She gives her raw
sentiments. Lamelle writes from the heart and shares in depth
emotions and draws you in to her poetry from the first line to
the terminal twists. An all-around artist, her writing like her
music is raw and unscripted and filled with passion.

Lisa's Dream
Hear What the Critics are Saying "This book was very
provocative and Deliciously Entertaining!" -Mary Jones
-Valley Daily News “A must read; Zombie Stripper is a very
Interesting and Sexy Book.” -Judy B. Cohen –Elite Media
Group “Wow, what an Amazing Book; I enjoyed it very much.
If you love zombies, then you’ll love this book!” -Dave Baker
-Book Bloggers of America “Zombie Stripper was a very fun
and entertaining book to read. I give it Ten Thumbs Up!”
-Debra Eisner -Literary Times Inc. “My favorite Book this
year; so far I have read more than eight. Highly
Recommend.” -Emma Righter -Writers United Group “Very
interesting story and a definite must read; I highly recommend
this book. Five Stars All The Way.” -Carl Mosner –Readers
Cove Unlimited “This book reminded me why I fell in love with
reading in the first place; thank you Mr. Harding for making
such an amazing and Sexy Zombie Book. Keep up with the
great storytelling.” -Lee Ratner –Daily Media Trends, Inc.
Editorial Review Zombie Stripper in itself is a journey. By the
end of the book, you will feel like you have gone on an
emotional and sexy rollercoaster. This was great horror
erotica book told from the zombie’s point of view. Zombie
Stripper will leave you begging for more. It’s deliciously
entertaining and sexy all rolled up into one book. Awesome
Zombie Book! Jim S. Stein About the Book Welcome to the
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year 2565. This is a world without life, a world devoid of
almost everything . . . except zombies. Meet Mackenzie
Grace; she’s a stripper with a heart of gold and a killer body
to match. Oh yeah, she’s also a zombie. In this erotic tale, we
get to see life through the eyes of this undead Cinderella. Will
she have to slaughter the innocent to save her way of life?
Will she find love in this post apocalyptic new world? Jump
into the unknown and you will find out . . .

Japanische Marchen
A world of enchanted injustice needs a disenchanting woman
in an all-new fantasy series by the Wall Street Journal
bestselling author of The Paper Magician. The orphaned Elsie
Camden learned as a girl that there were two kinds of wizards
in the world: those who pay for the power to cast spells and
those, like her, born with the ability to break them. But as an
unlicensed magic user, her gift is a crime. Commissioned by
an underground group known as the Cowls, Elsie uses her
spellbreaking to push back against the aristocrats and help
the common man. She always did love the tale of Robin
Hood. Elite magic user Bacchus Kelsey is one elusive spell
away from his mastership when he catches Elsie breaking an
enchantment. To protect her secret, Elsie strikes a bargain.
She'll help Bacchus fix unruly spells around his estate if he
doesn't turn her in. Working together, Elsie's trust in--and
fondness for--the handsome stranger grows. So does her
trepidation about the rise in the murders of wizards and the
theft of the spellbooks their bodies leave behind. For a rogue
spellbreaker like Elsie, there's so much to learn about her
powers, her family, the intriguing Bacchus, and the untold
dangers shadowing every step of a journey she's destined to
complete. But will she uncover the mystery before it's too late
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to save everything she loves?

Mind Clutter
Through the desert, to see the land art, then onto the 'most
secret cabin' for the silent ten-day meditation retreat. His
muse moves from an external muse to a character in the
story; she moves him out of his comfort zone, which suggests
he may have to start life all over again, c'est la vie.

Love on Fire
An eclectic assortment of short stories with themes such as
the aftermath of a one night stand, the musings of a washedup rock star, or broken dreams, and more, on the set of a
reality TV show. Meet characters such as Larry and the
seemingly unobtainable object of his desire, Nora the little
gipsy girl who appears from out of the fog along with her
Shire horse, Sugar in a tormented writer's garden, and
Patricia, and the Beast of Fen Rig, urban myth or wolf in
sheep's clothing?

The Lookout
0-9582614-2-3When Sunset Grove Primary's Headteacher,
Bree Ashworth goes to help teacher Jenny Dench in her
classroom she is attacked by an intruder. The attacker
escapes and Bree is taken to hospital. Her husband Colin
arrives and tells her he is leaving to move from London with
his mistress Linda Rouke. Bree has bookings to attend a
reading conference in New Zealand over that country's
summer vacation. With double tickets bought and Colin gone,
she invites Jenny to come with her. In New Zealand the small
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commuter aeroplane they fly in crashes in thick bush country.
The pilot is killed and Jenny and Bree try to survive by
themselves. However, all is not lost, for a tramper in the bush,
Ray Barnett and his dog, Pattie find them. Police in England
tell Colin, Bree has been involved in an air crash and is
missing. Colin abandons his partner and flies out to New
Zealand but his intentions are not those one would expect
from a worried husband.

The Glass Magician
Japanische Märchen ist Buch geschrieben von Karl Alberti .
Eine Sammlung der schönsten Märchen, Sagen und Fabeln
Japans.Japanische Märchen im Katzenbüro sind die
Sekretärsstellen heiß begehrt, doch unter den Kollegen ist die
Stimmung gereizt: Die Tigerkatze kann nicht mit der
ungepflegten Herdkatze, und darunter leidet die doch so
wichtige Arbeit: Katzengeschichte und Katzengeografie. Man
könnte denken, man sei unter Menschen Japanische
Märchen:In diesen Geschichten von vier bedeutenden
Autoren der japanischen Märchenliteratur treten Mensch und
Kosmos, Natur und Tier vielfach miteinander in Beziehung der Erdgott mit dem Fuchs oder der Mond mit der
Seehundmutter. Die Märchen aus dem uns so fernen
Kulturkreis sind poetisch, oftmals moralisch und immer
bezaubernd.In 24 Geschichten entführen uns geheimnisvolle
Fuchswesen und mysteriöse Schneefrauen in die
faszinierende Welt der Mythen und Magie des alten
Japans.Viele der Märchen sind durch moderne Adaptionen in
Manga und Anime bis heute Teil der zeitgenössischen
japanischen Kultur. Japanische Märchen ist ein Buch hoch
lesen empfehlen.japanische märchen und sagen;Japanische
Marchen;
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Crocker's Hole From Slain By The Doones
The Dream Fighters are growing up. They've succeeded in
their first task. Now, they must face a new enemy, and a new
set of challenges. This entry vastly expands the Dream
Fighter universe, bringing exciting elements to the forefront.
'The Nowhere Kids' are Dream Fighters who the academy
has lost contact with. No one knows for sure what happened
to them, just that they vanished in the Dream World. It turns
out they hadn't gone very far and they plan to destroy the
academy and the Dream Fighters. Just as the Dream Fighters
started to enjoy peace after the war with Sarlak and the
Gorgons, things start to heat up again. Jillian has a vision of a
bridge collapse and is told she must stop it from happening.
Danny hears voices, taunting him, saying they are coming for
him. He decides to investigate. Where the old academy once
stood a new one has sprung up. This one looks more
modern, with incredible technology. Danny has been named
Headmaster, a title he is very uncomfortable with, after
Sarlak's defeat and Uncle Johnny's retirement. At a young
age he must decide if he will act as the Dream Fighters'
leader or savior, and decides he must save them from the
coming attack.Even with his immense powers, he is
defenseless against this force. When the Dream Fighters
discover Danny has been captured, they launch a rescue
mission, unaware that a large, technologically advanced
enemy awaits them. Braden assumes control of the rescue
force, and must somehow figure out how to beat an enemy
that clearly outnumbers him in both fighters and machines.
This fourth installment in the Dream Fighter Chronicles shows
the fighters growing up and facing serious decisions with
dangerous consequences. Enemies old and new will appear,
along with a class of new recruits with unique powers. In
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investigating the Nowhere Kids, the Dream Fighters discover
many secrets, including who Allie (the Academy Library
Learning Intelligence) really is. Packed with action and
excitement, The Nowhere Kids will keep readers turning
pages as several plots come together in an ending no one
could see coming. Can the Dream Fighters figure out how to
defeat an enemy clearly superior to them?

The Raven in Spring
Since the times of magic, Bob Conner's WWII fighter plane
was as close as he could get to dancing among the clouds
and nestling in the shoulders of his mighty emerald dragon. It
had been thousands of years since the magic was buried
deep within the Earth to protect it from mankind. Now the
world has changed forever as it has been rediscovered, and
once again brought to the Earth's surface. Now that the magic
has been released, it is up to those few elves and dwarfs that
have stayed behind to put things back. With the help of three
special women and a small air force of vintage aircraft, this
courageous group battles the darkness and it is the light that
ushers in a whole new age of enchantment.

Ashes of My Heart
Under the tutelage of magician Emery Thane, Ceony Twill
discovers the wonders of paper magic, but when her
teacher's life is threatened, she must face the extraordinary
dangers of forbidden magic to save him.

Followed by Frost
21 poems, inside a book for readers to enjoy. The topics are
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relatable, unique, and funny as hell! Pick up "My Poetry,
Living" even if you're not into poetry.

Mario and the Magician
A fledging magician discovers true magic and a power that
might destroy her New York 1905: The Vanderbilts. The
Astors. The Morgans. They are the cream of society—and they
own the nation on the cusp of a new century. Thalia Cutler
doesn’t come from money or have family connections. But
she knows magic—stage magic. And she dazzles the audience
with fantastical acts. One night, a trick goes horribly awry.
Thalia discovers a magic beyond her stage twirls and
costumes, finding her world far more enchanted—and herself
far more powerful—than she ever imagined. To understand
what she is, Thalia will have to face a New York more
dangerous than any stage she’s known before the real
monsters descend to feast. Reminiscent of The Golem and
the Jinni, The Glass Magician is a magical and romantic tale
set in New York’s Gilded Age

Evonne and Vrawg
A new historical fantasy novel from Wall Street Journal
bestselling author Charlie N. Holmberg: VEINS OF GOLD
Desperate to save her siblings from poverty, a young woman
discovers magic fueled by gold . . . and a love for the man
who wields it. Abandoned by their father for the gold rush,
Gentry and her siblings labor to survive alone in the
inhospitable west. When bizarre natural disasters begin
wreaking havoc on the land, Gentry discovers a world of
magic. Desperate for help, she accepts aid from a mysterious
stranger. Winn not only sees the magic, but controls its
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hunger by feeding it gold—the very thing Gentry’s father left to
acquire. But the earth’s unrest only grows worse, and
Gentry’s fear leads her to a terrible choice: marry a wealthy
man she does not love, or trust in Winn’s unpredictable
power to save her family. Other Books by Charlie N.
Holmberg: The Paper Magician The Glass Magician The
Master Magician The Plastic Magician Followed by Frost
Magic Bitter, Magic Sweet The Fifth Doll

Zombie Stripper
Zarina Hashmi's main working medium is paper, which she
employs in woodcuts, etchings, drawings, rubbings and casts
made from paper pulp. This volume places Zarina's work
within a tradition of the use and fabrication of paper on the
Indian subcontinent.

The Glass Magician
Dragon Squadron
A sweeping, richly detailed history that tells the fascinating
story of how paper—the simple Chinese invention of two
thousand years ago—wrapped itself around our world,
humankind’s most momentous ideas imprinted on its surface.
The emergence of paper in the imperial court of Han China
brought about a revolution in the transmission of knowledge
and ideas, allowing religions, philosophies and propaganda to
spread with ever greater ease. The first writing surface
sufficiently cheap, portable and printable for books,
pamphlets and journals to be mass-produced and distributed
widely, paper opened the way for an unprecedented, ongoing
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dialogue between individuals and between communities
across continents, oceans and time. The Paper Trail explores
how the new substance was used to solidify social and
political systems that influenced China even into our own
time. We see how paper made possible the spread of the
then new religions of Buddhism and Manichaeism into Japan,
Korea and Vietnam . . . how it enabled theologians, scientists
and artists to build the vast and signally intellectual empire of
the Abbasid Caliphate and embed the Koran in popular
culture . . . how paper was carried along the Silk Road by
merchants and missionaries, finally reaching Europe in the
late thirteenth century . . . and how, once established in
Europe, along with the printing press, paper played an
essential role in the three great foundations of Western
modernity: the Renaissance, the Reformation and the
Scientific Revolution. Here is a dramatic, comprehensively
researched, vividly written story populated by holy men and
scholars, warriors and poets, rulers and ordinary men and
women—an essential story brilliantly told in this luminous work
of history. From the Hardcover edition.

Times IV
Emma O'Shea loves her Dublin life, her university job, and
her Co. Mayo family estate. She has even come to accept her
sunset transformation into a Creole, exotic lady whose tastes
and thoughts are annoyingly at odds with her Irish daytime
persona. At nights, Emma dreams of a sugar cane plantation
on a tropical island. Trapped between Dublin of 2012 and
Martinique of 1695, Emma decides to travel to the island of
her dreams. In Martinique, Emma understands the reason for
the curse of her nightly change, and how her ancestor's
legacy of evil and greed has thwarted her family generation
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after generation. Two islands, two cultures, a girl in between
and, oh, also a very irate goddess in a magic reality tale
bursting with spices, insight, and discovery.

Smoke and Summons
An erotic story about a young girl Lisa, whose recurring
dream has connection long back in history and its resolution
by her Doctor !

Nameless and Other Stories
A new adventure is about to begin. Our heroes will embark in
a quest to recover The Eye that Sees it All, a powerful scrying
magic artifact. To achieve their goals they will need to travel
from the Bor to Darphem, the kingdom of Dwarves. In their
trip, they will fight many battles, make new friends and foes
and visit other fantastic places like Ellis, the country of elves.
Following the successful formula already used in The Orb of
Wrath this sequel combines multiple elements: first and
foremost, epic fantasy adventure; but also political plots,
interviewed stories, a touch of humor, a pinch of drama and
even a love story. Follow Erion and his friends and explore
more of the vast World of Oris.

Look! We Have Come Through!
Throughout her studies, Ceony Twill has harbored a secret,
one she's kept from even her mentor, Emery Thane. She's
discovered how to practice forms of magic other than her
own--an ability long thought impossible. While all seems set
for Ceony to complete her apprenticeship and pass her
upcoming final magician's exam, life quickly becomes
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complicated. To avoid favoritism, Emery sends her to another
paper magician for testing, a Folder who despises Emery and
cares even less for his apprentice. To make matters worse, a
murderous criminal from Ceony's past escapes imprisonment.
Now she must track the power-hungry convict across England
before he can take his revenge. With her life and loved ones
hanging in the balance, Ceony must face a criminal who
wields the one magic that she does not, and it may prove
more powerful than all her skills combined. The whimsical
and captivating follow-up to The Paper Magician and The
Glass Magician, The Master Magician will enchant readers of
all ages.

Zarina
Ungava
Special edition slipcase edition of John Green's Paper Towns,
with pop-up paper town. From the bestselling author of The
Fault in our Stars. Quentin Jacobsen has always loved Margo
Roth Spiegelman, for Margo (and her adventures) are the
stuff of legend at their high school. So when she one day
climbs through his window and summons him on an all-night
road trip of revenge he cannot help but follow. But the next
day Margo doesn't come to school and a week later she is
still missing. Q soon learns that there are clues in her
disappearance . . . and they are for him. But as he gets
deeper into the mystery - culminating in another awesome
road trip across America - he becomes less sure of who and
what he is looking for. Masterfully written by John Green, this
is a thoughtful, insightful and hilarious coming-of-age story.
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The Nowhere Kids
The bestselling author of The Paper Magician Series
transports readers to a darkly whimsical new world where
strange magic threatens a quiet village that only a desperate
woman can save. Matrona lives in an isolated village, where
her life is centered on pleasing her parents. She’s diligent in
her chores and has agreed to marry a man of their choosing.
But a visit to Slava, the local tradesman, threatens to upend
her entire life. Entering his empty house, Matrona discovers a
strange collection of painted nesting dolls—one for every
villager. Fascinated, she can’t resist the urge to open the doll
with her father’s face. But when her father begins acting
strangely, she realizes Slava’s dolls are much more than they
seem. When he learns what she’s done, Slava seizes the
opportunity to give Matrona stewardship over the
dolls—whether she wants it or not. Forced to open one of her
own dolls every three days, she falls deeper into the grim
power of Slava’s creations. But nothing can prepare her for
the profound secret hiding inside the fifth doll.

Magic Bitter, Magic Sweet
After five years, Vanity Rodriquez, new restaurateur, was
finally moving on with her life. The unexpected inheritance of
St. Christopher's Italian Restaurant caused a dramatic
change in her career but it made her one of the top up and
coming restaurateurs in the country. Vanity relocated to
California to put her divorce from Winston and the death of
her soul mate, Dexter McKnight behind her. At her first grand
opening of St. Christopher's in Los Angeles, she met Grant
Parker, a coastal engineer from Rancho Cordova. Originally
from Jamaica, he had a dark rough exterior but when put in a
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tailored suit, he was a clean cut Versace top model - definitely
her style. Their attraction was almost instant and after a few
months they were unquestionably an item. Life was good and
normalcy was starting to be the norm for Vanity. The dreams
she had at night of sexual encounters with Dexter were
starting to subside and intimacy with her new boyfriend felt
real. A year into the relationship with Grant, at the San
Francisco opening, all of what she had come to know as life
back to normal was over. Her dreams were no longer
successions of images, ideas, emotions, and sensations that
occurred involuntarily in her mind during sleepthey were real.

This Book Is a Camera
Maire is a baker with an extraordinary gift: she can infuse her
treats with emotions and abilities, which are then passed on
to those who eat them. She doesn t know why she can do
this and remembers nothing of who she is or where she came
from. When marauders raid her town, Maire is captured and
sold to the eccentric Allemas, who enslaves her and demands
that she produce sinister confections, including a witch s
gingerbread cottage, a living cookie boy, and size-altering
cakes. During her captivity, Maire is visited by Fyel, a ghostly
being who is reluctant to reveal his connection to her. The
more often they meet, the more her memories return, and she
begins to piece together who and what she really is as well as
past mistakes that yield cosmic consequences. From the
author of The Paper Magician series comes a haunting and
otherworldly tale of folly and consequence, forgiveness and
redemption."

The Master Magician
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Evonne and Vrawg are perhaps the most famous bounty
hunters to walk the great western nation of Tauros. Their
reputation for catching the nation's most wanted is
unparalleled. But what brought a Taurosian woman, and
former pirate, to partner with a giant half-ogre from the Grey
Ash Mountains? They both share troubled pasts and each
was forced to flee their home. Wild adventures awaited them
as they attempted to find a place to fit in. In their darkest
hours, they found each other and formed an unbreakable
bond. Not everyone, however, see them as heroes. There are
those who wish the bounty hunters ill and would stop at
nothing to see them buried.

The Unfortunate Traveller
1945. Michael Hamilton, a young soldier wounded during the
Second World War, goes to The Lookout, a house on the
Norfolk coast owned by his grandfather, in order to
recuperate. He shares the house with Anna and her son,
Peter, distant cousins who are living there after their house
was bombed a few years earlier. But all is not as it seems at
The Lookout or in the nearby village. Recent tragedies
involving the village's children has everyone on edge, and
Michael inadvertently finds himself at the centre of the
mystery. He sets about looking for answers at the same time
as unexpectedly finding himself becoming attracted to Peter.
A chilling old-fashioned ghost story, by the author of the
novels Breaking Point and A Ghost of a Chance.

The Paper Magician
Absolute Anhedonia
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Wall Street Journal bestselling author Charlie N. Holmberg
returns to the enchanting world of The Paper Magician. Alvie
Brechenmacher has arrived in London to begin her training in
Polymaking--the magical discipline of bespelling plastic.
Polymaking is the newest form of magic, and in a field where
there is so much left to learn, every Polymaker dreams of
making the next big discovery. Even though she is only an
apprentice, Alvie is an inventor at heart, and she is
determined to make as many discoveries--in as short a time
frame--as she can. Luckily for her, she's studying under the
world-renowned magician Marion Praff, who is just as
dedicated as Alvie is. Alvie's enthusiasm reinvigorates her
mentor's work, and together they create a device that could
forever change Polymaking--and the world. But when a rival
learns of their plans, he conspires to steal their invention and
take the credit for it himself. To thwart him, Alvie will need to
think one step ahead. For in the high-stakes world of magical
discovery, not everyone plays fair

The Island
Set several months after the events of The Hawk In Winter,
The Raven In Spring is a wild ride. Coran's life is spiraling out
of control. As it does, he sinks further into depression and
drinking. Coran isn't safe, however, and as he adjusts to his
new life he becomes less able to realize it. He puts himself
into further danger and Sol works to try to save the young
man from himself. Meanwhile, Maevan is being stalked by a
nameless threat. Without something real to cling to, how is
anyone to believe the danger she is in? It is then that Jorgan
is called away home to his mother and her iron rule of the
Second House. Alone with Raikar, Mae trains her mind to
take on this new threat. But, the intimacy of the contact is
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overwhelming and Maevan could find herself lost in him. One
day Maevan's destiny will reveal itself, but only if she can
survive that long.

Veins of Gold
When the American Ambassador to Iraq announces her true
identity and sparks the Arab Revolution and Reformation of
Islam on a global scale, the world is turned upside down.
"Safina" is the first book in a trilogy that spans three
generations of thrilling intrigue and battles, and tells her story
of courageous commitment to the struggle for freedom
around the globe. From Safina's cruel beginning as an
abused eleven year old child bride in the deserts of Iraq, to
the highest society of European aristocracy and power, she
joins forces with Lieutenant Colonel, Brecken Petersen, a
United States Marine Special Forces combat-hardened
veteran, and takes her position as the most powerful leader
on the planet. She fights every inch of her way from Basra to
Amsterdam, and to Paris, on to Washington DC and finally to
Egypt. She establishes the UFAS, (United Federation of Arab
States), and recruits member states around the world to join
the UFN (United Free Nations). Safina and her fellow
revolutionaries fight to liberate Islam from 1400 years of
barbaric enslavement of half its population - women. The
United States Government is in flux, on the verge of civil war.
Europe is wounded, and pockets of serious counter
insurgencies continue to be a source of concern. Safina
recruits Claude Molyneau, a world banker and financier who
attempts to restore the financial foundations of Europe, and
the monetary solvency of the United States. Readers who
relish intrigue and espionage will like this novel. Those who
appreciate a sophisticated love story will be engaged with all
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of their emotional and erotic senses. Individuals who thrill to
the perfectly choreographed hand-to-hand combat and the
expert use of martial arts and sophisticated weaponry will be
in their element. Science geeks will recognize state-of-the-art
new technologies that will be deployed in the near future.
Political junkies will revel in the behind-the-scenes
machinations that propel the world to the brink of ruination.
They will glimpse what is likely to occur when Iran achieves
nuclear weapons and an effective delivery system to attack
Israel.Safina survives multiple attempts on her life until the
last page of this book when it seems that all may be lost
except.

My Poetry, Living
Seventeen-year-old Smitha has the wealth, status, and
beauty that make her the envy of her town--until she rejects a
strange man's marriage proposal and disastrous
consequences follow. Smitha becomes cursed, and frost
begins to encompass everything she touches. Banished to
the hills, hunted by villagers, and chilled to the very core of
her soul, she finds companionship with Death, who longs to
coax her into his isolated world. But Smitha's desire for life
proves stronger than despair, and a newfound purpose gives
her renewed hope. Will regrets over the past and an
unexpected desire for a man she cannot touch be enough to
warm Smitha's heart, or will Death forever still it?

The White Lady
ABSOLUTE ANHEDONIA is a satirical novel about Jeff
Winters, a man living in a dystopian society. Believing life to
be meaningless, Jeff has lost the ability to feel anything. He is
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addicted to the internet, working, and generally tries to avoid
contact with other people as much as realistically possible.
When he makes a big mistake at his job, Jeff is forced to
abandon his comfort zone and flees to an island with no real
plan.

Spellbreaker
Stretched Horizons
A book with an alternative poetry style that speaks to all from
the soul to the soul. To share with others what people think
about but are afraid to talk about with others. (Cover artwork
done by Matt Gibson)

The Gibson Upright
A captivating world of monsters and magic from the Wall
Street Journal bestselling author of The Paper Magician
Series. As a human vessel for an ancient spirit, Sandis lives
no ordinary life. At the command of her master, she can be
transformed against her will into his weapon--a raging
monster summoned to do his bidding. Unlike other vessels,
Sandis can host extremely powerful spirits, but hosting such
creatures can be fatal. To stay alive, she must run. And in a
city fueled by smoke and corruption, she finds a surprising
ally. A cunning thief for hire, Rone owns a rare device that
grants him immortality for one minute every day--a unique
advantage that will come in handy in Sandis's fight for
freedom. But Sandis's master knows how powerful she is.
He's determined to get her back, and he has the manpower to
find her, wherever she runs. Now, to outwit her pursuers,
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Sandis must put all her trust in Rone and his immortal device.
For her master has summoned more than mere men to hunt
her down

The Paper Trail
This is a working camera that pops up from the pages of a
book..The book concisely explains--and actively
demonstrates--how a structure as humble as a folded piece of
paper can tap into the intrinsic properties of light to produce a
photograph.The book includes:- a piece of paper folded into a
working 4x5" camera- a lightproof bag- 5 sheets of photopaper "film"- development instructions (from complete DIY to
"outsource it")- a foil-stamped cover- a satisfying
demonstration of the connection between design & science /
structures & functions

Paper Towns
Reproduction of the original.

The Plastic Magician
Three months after returning Magician Emery Thane's heart
to his body, Ceony Twill is well on her way to becoming a
Folder. Unfortunately, not all of Ceony's thoughts have been
focused on paper magic. Though she was promised romance
by a fortuity box, Ceony still hasn't broken the teacher-student
barrier with Emery, despite their growing closeness. When a
magician with a penchant for revenge believes that Ceony
possesses a secret, he vows to discover it even if it tears
apart the very fabric of their magical world. After a series of
attacks target Ceony and catch those she holds most dear in
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the crossfire, Ceony knows she must find the true limits of her
powers and keep her knowledge from falling into wayward
hands.
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